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This publication is provided free of charge to 
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are not receiving this publication and would 
like to be added to our mailing list please 
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FROM THE DESK OF
O U R  G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R

Harvest has finally come to an end! From wheat 
harvest to soybean and corn, every commodity 
harvested had an extremely lengthy timeframe 
that we have not seen in a long time. Weather 
wasn’t always cooperative as we saw snow and 
difficulties getting in the field early on. Even with 
the drawn out harvest, operationally things went 
smoothly. We had efficient space, speed, and staff 
to get the job done. Planning and communication 
amongst our staff and between our growers 
was key to getting bushels in off the farm and 
placed correctly at our terminal. The plan to 
pile soybeans and pick them back up before 
Thanksgiving went according to plan and even 
made the nightly and world news! We became 
quite the sensation for a few weeks there. Long 
days were put in to complete this chaotic harvest.  
Our facilities had longer hours of operation 
to allow for extended dumping availability. In 
addition, we also had long nights and weekends 
with loading trains. Our drivers worked hard to 
get to the fields for custom hauling of bushels 
back to the terminal. Patrons put in long hours 
managing their farms and fields, making round-
the-clock decisions, repairing machinery, and 
trying to maintain a life at the same time. We 
thank our patrons and employees for all their 
hard work in getting another successful harvest 
wrapped up.  

Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is constantly 
looking for ways to develop and grow our 
business to better serve our patrons and to 
complement our current company structure. 
Mid-summer we started the building project for 
a 2,000,000 gal UAN liquid fertilizer tank located 
in Casselton. With this tank addition, railcars of 

32% will be brought in and cut down to 28%; 
which will be more efficient and help to lower the 
cost for our growers. This will be a 24/7 card troll 
system that nicely complements our eight pack 
of 40,000 gal retail blending tanks. The system 
will be fully operational this spring- just in time 
for spring planting! Board and management 
planning has aligned the company to meet both 
wholesale and retail markets, which help to 
provide better priced inventory for our growers 
in a more efficient landscape. 

As we move into the New Year and our patrons 
start planning for the next growing season, 
we wish to express the importance of the 
relationship between us and our patrons. It is so 
important in the current agricultural landscape 
to know who you are doing business with. We 
have seen many business ventures collapse and 
some deceitful business practices taking place 
across our region that have left producers in a 
very tough situation.  Just like most companies 
may ask for your financial information like 
balance sheets before extending credit, don’t be 
afraid to request the same information in return. 
One of the many things that we are proud of 
here at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is 
our outstanding balance sheet performance. We 
have worked very diligently over the past few 
years to improve our financial standing. This has 
allowed our company to successfully withstand 
the economic downturn within the Ag industry 
and has positioned us so that we continue to 
expand and grow this business and create new 
and trusted opportunities for our company and 
our patrons. As 2019 gets underway, we wish you 
a safe and prosperous year. 
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ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS FOR USE ON PESTICIDE LABELING.  IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL AND STATE LAW to use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling.  NOT ALL formulations of dicamba or glyphosate are approved for 
in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans.  ONLY USE FORMULATIONS THAT ARE SPECIFICALLY LABELED FOR SUCH USES AND APPROVED FOR SUCH USE IN THE STATE OF APPLICATION. May not yet be approved in your state. Contact the U.S. EPA and your state pesticide 
regulatory agency with any questions about the approval status of dicamba herbicide products for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. Contact your Monsanto dealer or refer to Monsanto’s Technology Use Guide for 
recommended weed control programs.
Individual results may vary, and performance may vary from location to location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you may obtain as local growing, soil and weather conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever 
possible.
Always read and follow grain marketing and all other stewardship practices and pesticide label directions. Roundup Ready technology contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, an active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Agricultural herbicides containing 
glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Asgrow and the A Design®, Asgrow®, Genuity®, Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup Ready® and Roundup® and Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® are registered trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. LibertyLink® is a registered trademark 
of Bayer. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2016 Monsanto Company. 42687 ED 12/9/16 Illinois

INDUSTRY-LEADING BREEDING
The Asgrow® brand is committed to 100% exclusive genetics that cannot 
be obtained by any other brands. Cutting-edge breeding techniques 
help Asgrow deliver innovative products to the market first.

LATEST INNOVATION 
Built on higher-yielding Genuity® Roundup Ready 2 Yield® technology, 
Asgrow® Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans offer the same strong yield 
potential provided from Asgrow. In addition, these soybean products 
offer exceptional disease resistance packages to protect their high 

yield potential. 

ROBUST PRODUCT PORTFOLIO 
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans have the first biotech trait in 
soybeans that combines glyphosate and dicamba herbicide tolerance. 
With advanced dicamba- and glyphosate-tolerant traits, combined 
with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans, the Roundup Ready Xtend 
Crop System provides growers with the most effective system today. 

NOW EPA APPROVED FOR IN-CROP USE
* Pending State Approvals

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ROUNDUP READY 2 
XTEND SOYBEANS VISIT ASGROW.COM/RR2X

3.9BU/A

DELIVERED A 

AVERAGE
ADVANTAGE
NATIONALLY

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
No other brand can match the genetics and trait innovations that 

go into every Asgrow® bag.  It’s a value that stands apart from the 

rest and offers you the best yield potential across your whole farm.

Source: Data as of November 10, 2016.  Includes all 2016 market development trial 
data in US.  All head-to-head comparisons are within +/- 0.2 day maturity. Data 
represents the Top volume Asgrow® Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® products in region 
indicated. This is a one year average.

When ensuring the future of your operation, yield makes all 

the difference. Experience the yield advantage of Asgrow® 

soybeans with the additional yield security of Roundup 

Ready 2 Xtend®. Find your seed at ASGROW.COM/RR2X 

76% WIN RATE
AGAINST LIBERTYLINK® 
SOYBEANS

PREVENT WHITE MOLD  
WITH THE HELP OF DELARO™

White mold can wreak havoc on soybean fields. Help keep your 
soybeans safe from white mold with Delaro™ fungicide.

White mold is an issue that can creep up on growers and 
limit yields if not accounted for. It causes yield loss to 
soybeans by reducing seed number and weight and can 
also impact seed quality. Infected seeds can have reduced 
germination, and the contamination adds up to problems for 
many growing seasons to come. 

According to Damon Smith, extension plant pathologist at 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison, for every 10 percent 
increase of white mold in soybeans, growers see yield 
reductions up to 5 bu/A1. Delaro fungicide can help prevent 
and manage white mold to raise the bar on your yields.

KNOW YOUR RISKS

•   Generally, plants are more at risk at early flowering, 
or the R1 growth stage

•   Disease thrives in wet, cool, humid environments

•   Soybean varieties that are bushier, forcing an earlier 
closing canopy, tend to be at higher risk

•   Poor management of broadleaf weeds which may serve 
as alternate hosts

•   Distribution of disease throughout the field can change 
due to topography with areas that have poor drainage, 
are adjacent to tree lines and other natural barriers that 
impede air movement

IDENTIFYING WHITE MOLD

•   White, fluffy, cottony growth on the outside of the 
stem and on the pods

•   Wilted leaves and stems that appear bleached, 
along with tearing of the stem tissue

•   Sclerotia can also be found on and inside plants 
that have been infected by white mold
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COBANK SHARING SUCCESS 
2018 PROGRAM

Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC partnered with CoBank in their “Sharing Success” charitable matching 
grant program in 2018. CoBank is a national cooperative bank serving vital industries across the country and 
Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is one of their customers. The “Sharing Success” program is designed to 
“celebrates the vital role that CoBank customers play in individual communities across the country.  Partnering 
with our customers to support worthy causes they care about is a great way for CoBank to make a positive 
difference and fulfill its mission of service to rural America.”

CoBank invited its customers to take advantage of this wonderful opportunity and committed funds to match 
eligible customer donations to a non-profit organization in their communities.  After our application was 
submitted and approved, CoBank contributed $5000.00 and Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC matched 
$5000.00 to present checks to the following non-profits in Cass County.

CASS COUNTY RURAL 
COMMUNITY EMERGENCY 
FOOD PANTRY (CCRCE) 
$2000.00.

CCRCE is a non-profit organization serving 
those in need by providing groceries, 
personal, and household items.  They are 
located in Casselton, ND.  (Total contribution 
= $4000.00)

CENTRAL CASS DOLLARS 
FOR SCHOLARS $3000.00

Central Cass Dollars for Scholars is a non-
profit scholarship organization that promotes 
all types of secondary education opportunities 
for students in the Central Cass School 
District in Casselton, ND. (Total contribution = 
$6000.00)

Members from each organization were 
present to accept the check donations from 
Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC staff and 

Eric Carlson from CoBank.
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COBANK SHARING SUCCESS 
2018 PROGRAM

STARTING THEIR NEXT CHAPTER

MARILYN PROCHNOW

Marilyn started working at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC in March 
of 2006 bringing valuable knowledge of elevator operations with her. 
Prior to working at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC Marilyn worked at 
Prosper Farmers’ Cooperative Elevator for 8 years.  

For the last 12 years Marilyn was a big part of customer service.  She was 
the first-point of contact when customers walked in the door or called 
the main office at Casselton.  Marilyn had many responsibilities during 
her years at MRGA, including but not limited to; working in the grain 
department, accounting department, receptionist duties, keeping the 
offices stocked with necessary supplies and her most important job - 
emptying mouse traps (Thanks Marilyn!).  Marilyn was usually the first 
one at the office in the morning, making sure the office was organized and 
the coffee was ready.  Marilyn was a valued member of our Maple River 
Grain & Agronomy, LLC team, she will be missed by both customers and 
co-workers. 

When asked what she plans to do after retirement Marilyn said, “Jeff (her 
husband of 45 years) and I have a trip planned in February – two weeks 
in Arizona, after that I’m not sure.”  Marilyn did mention that she will be 
spending time with her three granddaughters, attacking the never ending 
“to do list” at home, volunteering locally and maybe even squeezing in 
some time on the golf course.  Whatever Marilyn decides to do, we at 
Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC wish her the best of luck and hope 
she stops in to visit every now and then, and if she brings some homemade 
banana bread - no one will complain!

ANDY BOYER

Andy began working at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC as a truck 
driver in April of 2009.  Andy previously worked for Schlagel Oil Co. and 
CHS.  Co-workers of Andy’s describe him as dependable, steady, pleasant 
to work with an overall good guy; great qualities to have when working in 
an industry that can go from quiet to extremely busy in a matter of minutes! 
Andy’s co-workers have said that if you needed someone to keep the job 
moving you assigned Andy - he always kept things moving at a steady 
pace. 
It’s rumored among Andy’s co-workers that when asked what he was going 
to do during retirement Andy said, “Nothing”. All of us at Maple River 
Grain & Agronomy, LLC wish Andy the best of luck following his retirement 
dreams!

Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC thanks both Marilyn and Andy for 
their many years of service.  Enjoy your well-deserved retirements!

Two long time employees of Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC, Marilyn Prochnow 
and Andy Boyer retired in December 2018.
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TAX REPORTING REMINDER

RETURNED CHECKS

These checks have been returned to our Casselton office due to no forwarding address from the 
post office. Please contact Emily at 701-347-4465 or eneels@maplerivergrain.com if you have 
any contact information for these individuals. Thanks! 

Baasch Farms c/o Lawrence Baasch Jr.  Last Known Address: Tower City, ND
David Krueger    Last Known Address: Norman, OK
Dean McInnes    Last Known Address: Jamestown, ND
Darrel Pederson    Last Known Address: Lake Park, MN
John Schulz    Last Known Address: Fargo, ND

You will receive a paper copy of the IRS PATR 
1099 form for 2018 tax reporting purposes.  This 
form will be mailed in January of 2019.  You will 
need to report the total dollars earned value 
for tax year 2018.  This will be indicated on the 
PATR tax form that will be mailed and it can also 
be found on your patronage check stub under 
the $ Earned column.  If there are any questions, 
please call Emily at 701-347-4465.  Thank you 
for your patronage.
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FFA:  BLUE JACKET PROJECT

FFA MISSION: The National 
FFA Organization is dedicated 
to making a positive difference 
in the lives of students by 
developing their potential for 
premier leadership, personal 
growth and career success 
through agricultural education. 

With generous gifts, the National 
FFA Organization is able to gift 
jackets to members who would not 
otherwise be able to purchase their 
own.  According to the National FFA 
Organization website the jacket is 
“Beyond its place in Official Dress, 
an FFA corduroy jacket is an article 
of faith, honor and pride. The jacket 
unifies members in a long-standing 
tradition and reminds them that they 
are part of something larger than 
themselves.”

Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC 
is happy to sponsor ten FFA jackets to 
help promote agricultural education 
and careers.

PHOTO CREDIT: WWW.FFA.ORG WINTER 2018-19 9



On October 9, 2018, Kim Koetz and Cindy Jensen, members of the 
wellness committee, attended the North Dakota Worksite Wellness 
Summit in Fargo, ND.  Workplace Wellness That Works was the theme 
this year and was presented by Laura Putnam, MA.  Laura is the author 
of the book “Workplace Wellness that Works” and the founder/CEO 
of Motion Infusion.  Jocelyne and Monique Lamoureux, twin standouts 
from Grand Forks on the University of North Dakota women’s hockey 
team, who also were part of the U.S. Women’s hockey team who 
competed and took the gold medal in the 2010 Winter Olympics in 
Vancouver, also gave a talk on their life. They talked on what it was 
like to win the gold medal and how they were a part of a women’s 
movement to fight gender inequality in sports and how that can be 
applied to the workplace.  Part two of this summit will be taking place 
sometime in December.  

The wellness committee once again provided meals for all locations 
that were open weekends during harvest.  The extra efforts by those 
who work extended hours during the busiest times of the year are 
appreciated by everyone at Maple River Grain and Agronomy, LLC.

Kim Koetz - Wellness Coordinator

MRGA WELLNESS

www.landmark.com.au 

The BLUE Nitrogen 

• Complete nitrogen solution 

• Promotes more even crop emergence 

• Increases soil nutrient availability later in the season 

• Improves total nutrient use efficiency 

Product Benefits: 

• Provides supplemental sulfur 
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Jeremy Rolf - Grain Originator

GRAIN UPDATE
In September harvest looked like it would be a sprint to the finish like the last few years, but instead turned into a marathon. 
Fortunately, yields have been good and have held in there despite all the weather issues. As harvest comes to an end, now is 
a good time to start looking at your marketing options. 

Unfortunately, fundamentals have not changed much for corn, soybeans, and wheat. The U.S. and world balance sheets are 
supply laden. Corn demand continues to be the highlight which has kept basis relatively strong. The table and graphs below 
show the trend the market will follow for the next several months. Corn stocks to use continues to decline which should help 
basis strengthen or give futures a reason to push higher. Table 16 tells the story that has been playing out in our region for 
the last few months. Exporters have worked hard to maximize their assets by shipping as much corn as they can out of the 
PNW as soybean shipments to China have all but dried up. The PNW have almost doubled their shipments of corn compared 
to this time last year. 

Soybean stocks use is estimated to increase 
again this year with the USDA showing record 
production and South America significantly 
increasing soybean acres. Basis has become more 
manageable with the interior river market able 
to absorb excess soybeans from our area. Expect 
continued volatility as politics and weather will 
keep soybean futures and basis on edge.

Spring wheat has a similar stock to use chart as 
soybeans. There has been several years of large 
production with flat and slightly declining demand. 
With a strong dollar, it will be difficult to spur any 
new export business. Expect basis to fluctuate as 
mills may need to bid more aggressively at times 
of need. 

In summary, if corn demand continues, prices should appreciate. Expect an either-or scenario. If futures start moving 
significantly higher, expect basis to weaken or vice versa. With soybeans, there is a lot of unknowns. Basis and futures will 
be volatile and will depend, especially in the short-term, on the interior river market, South American production, and a 
trade deal with China. In regard to wheat, expect typical basis fluctuations depending on the volume and flow of grain. With 
this in mind, stay proactive and look for opportunities as the market presents them. Lock in carries by using hedge to arrive 
contracts or cash price contracts. You cannot lock in carries by holding it in the bin. As always, we are here to help. Let us know 
if you have any questions.

GRAIN INSPECTIONS FOR EXPORT 
BY U.S. PORT REGION 

(1,000 METRIC TONS)

Port Regions
For the 

Week Ending 
11/15/18

Previous 
Week*

2018 
YTD*

2017 
YTD*

Pacific 
Northwest

Wheat 322 201 11,528 13,162

Corn 237 418 18,196 10,259

Soybeans 67 151 7,458 10,610

Total 627 770 37,182 34,031
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Alex Richard - Grain Manager

GRAIN MANAGER’S MINUTE

As we wrote our last newsletter articles for our Fall 
issue, we were looking forward to a harvest that had 
been methodically planned out by both the producers 
and elevators alike. Mother Nature took a wrecking 
ball to the best laid plans and essentially said “hold 
my beer and watch this”. October brought rain, 

snow, ice, etc. that did not help with harvest progress. 
November brought more rain but mostly snow. Most 
weather commentaries blame the two late hurricanes 
in the south east US on an unsettled weather pattern 
through the Midwest. Most elevators struggled to 
load shipments on time due to delayed harvest. When 
harvest did finally come moisture was the issue. Grain 
dryers have been running at capacity at most facilities. 
The other issue we saw this year was corn and bean 
harvest happening at the same time. Handling both 
commodities in volume at the same time proved to be 
difficult. I can say that we never cut off any deliveries 
at our Casselton Terminal through this harvest. Our 
lines did stack up more than we would like a couple 
times, but that was mostly due to loading trains during 
the day.  Overall this harvest presented producers 
and elevators with many different challenges. This 
past harvest will be one to remember. 

The one precautionary note I would like to emphasize 
is to make sure and watch the quality of the grain 
in your bins. We did see grain going into storage at 
higher moisture than normal. Make sure to run plenty 
of air and freeze them down. Check the tops of your 
bins frequently. There are some good reference 
materials put out by the NDSU Extension Service. 

I want to put out a big thank you to all our employees 
and their families. Countless hours have been spent 
dumping trucks, drying grain, loading trains, hauling 
grain, picking up our bean pile and spreading 
fertilizer. It wasn’t always easy, but our employees 
rose to the occasion and got the job done. 

TARIFFS, POLITICS AND A FAMOUS 
SOYBEAN PILE

As many of you saw, this year we put beans out in 
our circle pile again. A week before the election it 
became a hot topic of conversation in debates and 
political campaign ads. The picture of our soybean 
piles seemed to be on an advertisement every time 
I turned the TV on. We were approached by national 
media outlets for comments and asked if they could 
take pictures of the pile. We requested them not to use 
it and they politely told us they can take the pictures 
from public property and use them. Our intention was 
not to be at the middle of the trade policy conversation 
but some how we ended up in the middle of it. The 
problem we have seen with national media reporting 
on agricultural issues is they are complex stories 
and the reporters themselves do not understand the 
subject they are reporting on. To have the honest 
discussion on tariffs and trade policy it is a lengthy 

conversation. To say that the grain industry and 
producers have not been affected by the current trade 
policy would not be true. Also reading stories about 
soybeans rotting on the ground with no ability to move 
them is not true either. The actual circumstances are 
somewhere in the middle. In general producers have 
put more beans into storage, which is what the market 
told them to do. Marketing beans for the elevator has 
been different this year also. We have seen most of 
our beans get loaded on shuttle trains and they are 
getting dumped in St. Louis to be loaded on barges 
on the river and then transloaded onto ships in the 
Gulf of Mexico. In years past almost all our beans have 
gone to the Pacific Northwest and loaded on vessels 
to Asia, with the majority into China. This has affected 

HARVEST RECAP
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GRAIN MANAGER’S MINUTE

our basis on soybeans in a negative way since we are 
disrupting the most efficient grain flow with artificial 
trade barriers (tariffs). 

Looking at the “what if” scenario of a normal harvest 
without any trade disruptions is an interesting 
conversation topic also. We still would have the largest 
national soybean crop ever produced. This would 
have put pressure on basis and futures prices without 
any trade issues going on. The trade issues have 
made the price swings more extreme. In my opinion 
I believe it has affected our basis 30 – 50 cents. I will 
leave the speculation on futures price to someone 
with a PHD. Our harvest deliveries of soybeans off the 
field were a little disappointing. This is because more 
beans went into the bin than we normally see. I would 
argue without the trade disruptions we would have 
seen more soybeans on the ground. I know our pile 
would have been larger if more beans would have 
come in off the field. Try telling that to the New York 
Times. 

One other effect the trade disruptions are having is 
that there is more corn moving at harvest than we 
normally see. With more beans on the farm more corn 
has been delivered than we normally see. With the 
Pacific Northwest ports not shipping many soybeans 
they have concentrated on corn exports and we are 
seeing decent bids for corn. Keep an eye on this 
through the winter.

In conclusion I would like to reiterate that the grain 
industry and producers have been affected by the 
trade disputes going on. Our bean pile did not rot on 
the ground. It was in better condition than the previous 
year. We do have bids for soybeans for us to sell and 
we have posted bids to buy beans everyday through 
this whole ordeal. When marketing soybeans keep in 
mind the Market Facilitation Program (MFP) payments 
for soybeans, Donald Dollars as we have heard them 
referred to. With the yields we have seen, along with 
the MFP payments, this year will hopefully turn out a 
little better than we thought a couple months ago.  As 
always we appreciate your business and let us know 
what we can do for you.

 

Chad Priewe, Credit Manager

CREDIT CORNER
Well…….THAT certainly was an interesting fall/harvest 
season!  There always seems to be something different to 
deal with from year to year.  What even IS a “normal” season 
anymore?  Now that harvest is wrapping up, we are working 
on getting our “in house” accounts receivable cleaned up.  
As an LLC owned by co-ops, we work hard to keep our 
Accounts Receivable caught up to help protect ALL of our 
customer’s patronage.  A reminder that all our “in house” 
Accounts Receivable are due on the 10th of the following 
month – unless there is a program in place that specifies 
something different.  Our Credit Policy states that “A lien 
(Supplier’s Lien) will be filed on any account that goes 60 days 
past due.”  I understand that timing of marketing, harvest, 
life, etc. can sometimes result in the need to let an account 
go past due.  If you anticipate that may need to happen, I 
encourage you to give me a call or stop by the Casselton 
office and talk to me about what your plan is.  All discussions 
are confidential, and we can try to put a plan together that is 
equitable for everyone.  Remember communication is key. I 
can’t emphasize enough that assumptions are not the way to 
handle past due accounts. 

We are now at that point in the year where we all look 
forward to 2019 crop plans.  As you mull over those thoughts, 
we have a few different financing options available to help 
save you some interest money on what looks to be setting up 
as another tight margin year.  When looking at another tight 
cash flow, you can save some REAL money by cutting your 
interest costs, as well as locking in LOWER PRICES on the 
seed and chemical you know you are going to be using this 
year.  Although you are not likely to know how every acre 
is going to be planted yet, take advantage of the discounts 
on what you’re planning for certain. Early pay discounts 
and interest rate savings are dollars that go RIGHT to your 
bottom line!  It truly is just money right in or out of your 
pocket……..

Included in this article are some of the programs we have 
available to use.  If you know or hear of any others, please let 
me know and I will investigate what I can do to make it work.  
To address a question, we typically get early; No, we still 
have not found a reasonable financing option for fertilizer.  It 
is just too active and volatile for anyone to be able to put an 
effective financing plan together.            CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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WINFIELD SECURE
We have the Winfield Secure program available again 
for 2019.  We have made very good use of this program 
over the last 3 years.  There are a couple changes for 
this coming year.  First, if you are an existing customer, 
the renewal application has been simplified.  More 
importantly, this will no longer be a 0% program.  
The lowest rate will be at 1.5%, with secondary rate at 
2.5%.  With Prime Rate and cost of funds overall going 
up, Land O’Lakes was not able to lock in cheap enough 
money to keep the program at 0%.  However, consider 
how much the Prime Rate has gone up and what the 
rates at the banks are going to do.  This is still going to 
be a MUCH CHEAPER rate than your operating note.  
Plus, the note isn’t payable in full until February of 
2020, so that can allow for some time to get the crop 
marketed.  Keep in mind, a 4% savings on $100,000 of 
seed and chemical is a $4,000 savings……right in your 
pocket!!  Plus, you can add in your savings for early 
payment discounts on seed and chemical.  It all adds 
up to VERY significant savings.

RABO AGRIFINANCE & JOHN 
DEERE FINANCIAL
A couple of companies are still providing some 0% 
financing for their products, with a couple qualifications 
for each.  These programs are available through either 
Rabo, or John Deere Financial.  You can choose which 
company you would prefer to go through.  With John 
Deere Financial you would need to have enough 
“Special Terms” credit available, or request an 
increase to cover your needs.  For Rabo, you will need 
to fill out an online application with Financial Statement 
information, etc.  You can do this on your own, or I’d 
certainly be willing to help you.
 

BAYER INNOVATION PLUS
Bayer is providing 0% financing on their crop 
protection products (CPP), provided you purchase at 
least TWO Bayer products at $5,000/each for a total of 
$10,000.  The program runs through Aug 31st, 2019.  
The total will be payable in full on your December 2019 
statement from either Rabo or John Deere Financial.

SYNGENTA EMPOWER
This program is similar to what Syngenta has run in 
the past.  You can get 0% on purchases of NK corn & 
soybean seed, with a $3,500 minimum initial purchase.  
The program is open until August 31st, with payment 
due on your December Rabo or John Deere Financial 
statement.

BASF GROW SMART
Purchase at least three different BASF products, totaling 
$15,000 with a minimum cost of $500 per product 
and get 1% financing when purchased by March 31, 
2019.  2% financing on same 3 product/$15,000 plan if 
purchased Apr 1 through Sep 30, 2019.

TRUCHOICE
We can also help you access and make use of any 
TruChoice dollars you have available (now through 
Corteva).

✔

✔

✔

✔

Below is a summary of what I feel is 
important regarding this article:

Please get, or keep, your “In House” 
account paid and up to date, and please 
talk to me if you are needing to let it run 
past due for whatever reason.  We MAY 
be able to come up with a plan, if there is 
communication.  Supplier Lien’s WILL be 
used to help protect MRGA’s position and 
our customer’s (YOUR) patronage.

Take advantage of early season discounts 
on as much product as you can!!  With lower 
commodity prices and tighter margins, 
that does nothing but CUT your cost of 
production!!

Hand in hand with the above thought……
make use of the financing programs we 
have available when you do lock in early 
season discounts.  It’s a VERY simple 
concept….LOWER INTEREST SAVES 
YOU MONEY.  

Winfield Secure is 1.5% or 2.5% this 
year, Bayer and BASF still have some 0% 
available.  We can mix and match programs 
to maximize your savings.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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With a limited window for fall tillage after a delayed 
harvest with wet field conditions and below average 
temps, many conversations about springs field work 
have all lead to one common theme, burning the residue. 

I think we need to keep in mind a few things when we 
choose the option of burning the field’s residue as a 
management strategy. Nutrient recovery/loss from 
residue and planting dates limiting yield potential.

Burning crop residue eliminates an opportunity to 
improve organic matter content and potentially can lead 
to substantial nutrient loss. Nearly all nitrogen and at least 
75% of sulfur contained in plant residue will be lost when 
residue is burnt.  Although phosphorus and potash are 
not theoretically lost due to residue burning, some loss 
will realistically occur from smoke and ash that are not 
recoverable as a result of wind and subsequent rainfall. 
If we are unable to perform a tillage operation for several 
weeks after burning a field, the nutrients contained in the 
ash will likely be displaced or redistributed in your field. 
This can cause considerable fertility limitations with 
the next crop. The nutrient replacement cost associated 
with burning the residue of a high-yielding corn crop 
can begin to add up in an already tight profit/loss 
environment.

Next spring the calendar may also push us towards 
burning as our residue management strategy. We 
all know how critical planting date is to yield in our 
environment.

Later planting dates for soybeans led to reduction in yield 
but also made increased planting rates more beneficial 
for increased yield and weed control. The same results 
can be found for small grains and even more crucial is 
planting date for corn. As shown in university data and I 
think we all know moving further along on the calendar 
into spring it will prove beneficial to burn residue and 
get the 2019 crop in the ground. Some of our soils in 
our geography can be managed with a minimal till/no 
till strategy but others cannot and we anticipate seeing 

more than usual in 2019. It will be critical to ensure the 
row cleaners, trash whippers be set properly in these 
systems to have a good uniform seed bed.

It is setting up to be a challenging spring and I think we 
need to adapt and attempt planting timely to ensure high 
yields. If we have to use alternative tillage strategies let’s 
weigh the cost/benefit of nutrient loss and planting dates 
and do what’s best for the situation to ensure a successful 
2019.

Karl Berg - Sales Agronomist

TILLAGE CHALLENGES 
MOVING INTO SPRING 2019

Here is a chart from university trials* comparing 
planting dates and populations for soybeans 
illustrating yield differences between planting dates.  

*North Dakota State University, Soybean Population and 
Planting Date Effects, Mike Ostlie, https://www.ag.ndsu.
edu/CarringtonREC/center-points/soybean-population-and-
planting-date-effects
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First off, what a difficult fall 
season. There are multiple 
words that describe it better 
but they are not printable! With 
harvest the ultimate priority in 
the fall, grower indecision about 
applying fall fertilizer was a huge 
issue. Thank you to those growers 
who did have the capabilities to 
get some applications done. Our 
application acres were down by 
about 30-35 percent, but higher 
than anticipated going through 
the end of September and into 
the first part of October. For a 
while we didn’t know if much of 
anything would get applied. With 
the low number of acres done this 
fall, we expect the spring season 
to be kind of a beast for 2019. 

Currently the indecision is 
over about when to apply your 
fertilizer, spring is now the only 
remaining option for CY2019. 
Indecision about what to plant, 
how much fertilizer to apply, and 
when to buy will be on the minds 
of growers constantly through the 
winter months. Will there be more 
corn acres planted in 2019? More 
corn acres will require more 
fertilizer and more demand for 
fertilizer will likely push fertilizer 
prices higher. Indications 
show that starter products will 
likely increase for spring and 
especially with increased corn 
acres. Will the price of soybeans 
continue to be plagued by bearish 

pressures? Recent talks seem to 
think that the price of Brazilian 
soybeans is coming more in line 
with US soybeans, but the price 
of soybeans definitely needs to 
come back for most growers to 
consider planting more beans 
vs planting more corn. With 
fertilizer pricing considered to 
be higher, growers struggle with 
indecision about how much to 
apply. With reduced commodity 
prices, growers must rely on 
good yields to keep the revenue 
they need to be profitable. Just a 
reminder that reducing amounts 
of fertilizer applied usually does 
not help increase yield. Will the 
urea market continue to remain 
strong? Indications tell us that at 
the levels we are at in the US, if 
the NOLA price does move much 
lower, urea manufacturers would 
likely begin to export more 
because urea values in other 
countries are much higher.  If 
urea stays higher, other nitrogen 
products will likely increase in 
values as well.

We have been struggling 
ourselves as to when to purchase 
the inventory we need to have 
on hand for the spring season, 
we understand the amount of 
indecision. The best decision we 
think growers should make over 
winter is the decision to meet 
with their sales rep and get plans 
in place early to get applications 

done this spring. When you 
think it is GO time, having those 
plans in place and entered in 
our Agvance Planning module, 
means only a few clicks away 
from sending all the maps and 
application orders to dispatch. 
This gets the equipment to your 
field and gets the job done in 
timely manner. We are one of 
the best at getting the job done 
during those hectic spring 
seasons and we think there won’t 
be any indecision that the spring 
2019 season will be anything but 
hectic!

 

Jon Ellingson - Sales Agronomist

FERTILIZER FOCUS

FERTILIZER INDECISION
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Ethan Kyllo - Precision Ag Manager

First off, hopefully everybody had a safe and overall 
successful harvest. This is the time of year we like 
to look back and see what worked and what didn’t. 
If you have harvest information stored on your 
combine monitors and would like to dive into a bit 
further detail, we can clean up that data to give you 
a better overall picture of what worked and what 
didn’t. Let myself or your agronomist know if you’d 
like to analyze your stored data.

Although there are plenty of words to describe 
this fall, there’s probably no need to talk about it 
anymore. Overall, I would say the inaugural year of 
soil sampling at Maple River Grain and Agronomy 
was a success. We were able to cover a lot of acres 
and got a lot of growers introduced to my favorite; 
zone sampling for variable rate application. 
However, we did freeze up before we got every 
acre covered. There are options to deal with that 
situation. One option might be to use a soil test from 
the previous 2 or 3 years. Another option is hoping 
for a nice spring where the probe pickup can get 
out to the fields before the rush of spreading and 
planting begins. Agvise is pretty good at getting 
the results back to us in a timely matter, however, 
a lot of fields had to freeze before they could be 
combined and sampled leaving me to believe that 
the lab will be very busy next spring. With spring 
time always a rush, it’ll be hard to know if sample 
turnaround time will be acceptable.

Zone sampling is a longer in-field process than 
conventional sampling, but it can also be beneficial 
for these types of falls where we aren’t able to get 
an analysis of each field. By creating a zone map of 
your field we can sit down and go over the zones to 
determine if what we see looks correct and come up 
with a fertilizer blend to ensure that we are feeding 
the correct areas of the field the correct amount of 
nutrients. We understand that using removal rates 
isn’t an exact science, but again we can ease the pain 
of fertilizer application by putting product where it 
belongs instead of across an entire field. By moving 
product from a lower producing area to the higher 
producing area that uses more nutrients year after 
year we help sustain those high production acres 

while reducing costs on the lower production acres. 
It’s a value-based practice that can be ground 
proven each fall by soil sampling. This year we saw 
a lot of interesting results which we expect because 
of the different growing seasons we endure. One 
thing that remained a constant was the lower 
producing areas of the fields are extremely full of 
nutrients, and the higher production areas took a 
hit and need to be replenished. If this is something 
you are interested in let your agronomist or myself 
know and we can get to work right away putting 
these zone maps together to come up with a plan for 
Spring 2019. 

Zone maps are not only used for fertility but also 
for seed. We work with Winfield R7, Climate Corp, 
and GK Technologies to come up with the best seed 
script for your field based off satellite imagery, yield 
data, and soil type. Variable rate spreading and 
planting go hand in hand when working towards 
maximizing productivity per acre.

I’m sure many of you have heard of or are already 
using Climate Fieldview (Climate) in your operation. 
This tool is gaining popularity at a rapid pace, and 
right now it’s free for the 2019 growing season. 
Climate gives you an opportunity for on-demand 
yield analysis as you make your rounds through 
the field while also allowing you to interpret post-
harvest information for fields where you did a side 
by side seed trial, chemical trial, tillage trial, etc. 
The stored data is immediately available for you 
to dissect. Climate will also be hosting a meeting 
in Fargo this winter. They invite all growers from 
non-users who are interested to those who have 
been using the platform for numerous years. 
There will be quick breakout sessions for you to 
attend depending on your comfort level with using 
Climate. This is usually a beneficial meeting that 
helps you use the information that you’ve capture 
while also giving a look into the future for what is 
coming soon.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions 
you have regarding Spring 2019 planning, etc.

PRECISION AG
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As I’m writing, 2018 is coming to the end 
after a hard fought harvest. I want to thank 
you for all the business you have done with 
us this past year and look forward to 2019.

With thoughts on next year we will be 
expanding our liquid fertilizer capacities in 
Casselton. We have built a 2 million gallon 
liquid tank to hold 28% liquid nitrogen that 
will be filled by bringing in unit trains of 32% 
and cutting it to make 28%.  With the weather 
freezing in this part of the country we are not 
able to store 32% as it will salt out. To keep 
this from happening, we will add water to 
make 28%.  There will be an unmanned 24/7 
load out station with the capability to add ATS 
to the load through piping from the 8 pack we 
put up last year. This is an exciting project for 
Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC and we look forward to the possibilities this can bring.

On the dry fertilizer side we will be updating one floater to a new Agco9300 which will be able to do two product 
variable rates along with a granular application. With the cost of the new equipment, as many know, we will be 
changing our pricing structure when utilizing the granular portion of this equipment. Our base application rates 
will remain the same. 

As 2019 begins please stop in and talk with a salesman to see what great pricing we have on all our ag inputs.

Mike Flaten - Agronomy Manager

AGRONOMY MATTERS
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AGRONOMY MATTERS

Stop by or visit us online today.

We’ve been walking this path for more than a century. Now the journey continues 
with a new name, but with the same ownership, great people and commitment 
to customers and communities guiding the way.

Shared values have always kept us on the right track. 

We’ve Always Been 
Headed This Way

We have a new name, but Values-Based Banking  
will always stay the same.

ibanknorth.com
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1630 1st Avenue South 
Casselton, ND 58012

 Cyan
 Magenta
 Yellow
 Black
 Variable - DO NOT PRINT

Make every acre your best acre.

Variety is the key to managing variability.
CROPLAN® WinPak® soybean products offer exceptional stability throughout 

your fields with a unique combination of two varieties of seeds. WinPak® 

products are designed to manage variability within fields and buffer the effects 

of weather and soil types on diseases and other stresses. Our agronomic experts 

can help determine which CROPLAN® WinPak® varieties are best for your field’s 

unique challenges.
CROPLAN, WinField and WinPak are registered trademarks of Winfield Solutions, 

LLC. © 2017 Winfield Solutions, LLC.


